
11 Gordon Street, Parkinson, Qld 4115
Townhouse For Rent
Friday, 19 April 2024

11 Gordon Street, Parkinson, Qld 4115

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Type: Townhouse

Sandy Lower

0438762163

https://realsearch.com.au/11-gordon-street-parkinson-qld-4115
https://realsearch.com.au/sandy-lower-real-estate-agent-from-q-state-properties-beaudesert


$1000 wk Executive Living

Step behind the private electric gates to discover this stunningly presented executive residence, a true statement of

elegance and family-friendly design in the sought-after suburb of Parkinson. From the impressive double-door entrance,

this home welcomes you into a world where every detail is crafted for comfort and style.As you enter, you are

immediately greeted by a versatile fifth bedroom, perfect for accommodating guests, alongside a full bathroom. The

ground floor unfolds into a spacious family room, a large separate office, and a dedicated media room, setting the stage for

entertainment and relaxation. The heart of the home features an open-plan kitchen and dining area, equipped with

high-end appliances and opening up to an alfresco dining space complete with café blinds, air conditioning, and an exhaust

system for the BBQ and grill, perfect for year-round entertaining.The upstairs area of the home is just as impressive,

featuring a truly large master suite with an envious ensuite bathroom that includes a corner spa bath, oversized shower,

and his and her vanities. Three additional bedrooms and a children’s retreat or second living area add to the abundant

living space, all serviced by another well-appointed bathroom.The luxury extends beyond the interior with features like an

intercom-linked front gate with monitors on both floors, enhanced security at the garage, and comprehensive block-out

roller blinds throughout. Newly painted interiors, plush new carpeting, and an elegant timber staircase further

underscore the exclusive feel of the home.Outside, the property continues to impress with a well-equipped outdoor living

area featuring café roller blinds and climate control, ensuring comfort for all your gatherings. The inclusion of hedging

maintenance guarantees that the grounds remain pristine with minimal effort required.This executive home offers an

unparalleled lifestyle opportunity, perfect for those who value privacy, luxury, and convenience in one of Parkinson’s most

desirable areas, close to top schools, shopping centres, and essential motorways.Experience this exceptional home by

arranging a private viewing and see how it redefines luxury family living.Please click on book an inspection or make an

appointment button to arrange to view this property.*PLEASE NOTE: If you do not register online, you will not be able to

view the property at the listed time or notified if there are any time changes or cancellations.*Important. Whilst every

care is taken in the preparation of the information contained in the marketing, Q State Properties cannot be held liable for

any errors in typing or information. All information is correct at the time of advertising.


